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Abstract

Aims: Development of a novel hierarchical Mycobacterium avium subsp.

paratuberculosis (MAP) typing approach and characterization of MAP field

cultures in Central Germany.

Methods and Results: By combining single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

and mycobacterial interspersed repetitive unit-variable number tandem repeat,

we developed a highly discriminating and phylogenetically accurate hierarchical

MAP typing approach. Moreover, a novel stepwise workflow was employed to

reduce the number of SNP reactions required making the typing approach

more affordable. MAP field cultures (n = 142) from dairy herds in Central

Germany were classified as cattle type and showed a high level of

heterogeneity. Intra-herd multiple genotypes were evident in (13–25%) of the

investigated herds.

Conclusions: The hierarchical MAP typing approach proved to be useful in

fine discrimination between MAP cultures within limited geographical regions.

This could potentially be used in unravelling MAP transmission chains in the

respective regions. The observed heterogeneity in some herds is assumed to be

due to either multiple introductions through inter-herd trade or intra-herd

evolution over time.

Significance and Impact of the Study: Future MAP epidemiological studies

will benefit from the advantages of the novel hierarchical typing approach. The

SNP number reduction approach employed here could be extrapolated for

other analogous pathogens.

Introduction

Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP) is a

member of the M. avium complex and the causative

agent of Johne’s disease, one of the most economically

important diseases in ruminants worldwide (Losinger

2005). Clinical signs are characterized by emaciation and

chronic granulomatous enteritis and MAP is suspected to

play a role in Crohn’s disease in humans (Liverani et al.

2014). Basically, two major genetic lineages were

described for MAP isolates, namely Cattle (C) type and

Sheep (S) type (Biet et al. 2012). Typing of the involved

pathogen is a prerequisite for understanding the epidemi-

ology of MAP infection and to trace back the sources of

infection with an ultimate goal of designing more effi-

cient control programmes (Bannantine et al. 2013). It is

also an important element for basic microbiological

research investigating essential bacterial traits such as

pathogenicity, virulence and antibiotic resistance (Li et al.

2009).
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Researchers have developed and applied a variety of

MAP genotyping methods (Bannantine et al. 2013). Espe-

cially in the last decade, mycobacterial interspersed repet-

itive unit-variable number tandem repeats (MIRU-

VNTR) were among the most commonly used markers

for MAP genotyping mainly due to its portability and

reproducibility (Castellanos et al. 2010; Oakey et al. 2014;

R�onai et al. 2015). MIRU-VNTR loci are specific DNA

sequences repeated in a head to tail manner where the

repeat copy number varies among bacterial strains. Their

application for MAP typing has been used in combina-

tion with other markers to increase the overall typing res-

olution (Thibault et al. 2008; M€obius et al. 2008; Fritsch

et al. 2012). However, whole genome sequencing (WGS)-

based phylogeny of MAP isolates has recently revealed

that MIRU-VNTR analysis may be prone to homoplasy

(Ahlstrom et al. 2015; Bryant et al. 2016). Homoplasy

means that observed similarities between individuals are

indeed not due to a shared common ancestor, but a

result of convergent or reverse evolution usually caused

by rapidly mutating markers such as MIRU-VNTR

(Comas et al. 2009; Bryant et al. 2016). Therefore, using

MIRU-VNTR in a MAP typing scheme can potentially

lead to phylogenetically erroneous typing results resulting

in under- or over-estimation of the relatedness between

isolates.

To overcome homoplasy, combining genetic markers

with different mutation rates in a hierarchical manner

has proven to be a highly discriminating and phylo-

genetically accurate typing scheme in other monomor-

phic pathogens such as Bacillus anthracis and

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Keim et al. 2004; Comas

et al. 2009). Respective schemes start with markers of

slow mutation rate as single nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) to define the phylogenetic roots followed by

rapidly mutating ones like VNTRs to define peripheral

phylogenetic branches in a high-resolution manner.

Only recently, Leao et al. (2016) has employed 14

SNPs in a comprehensive MAP typing scheme exploit-

ing the WGS data of a set of 133 out of the 141 gen-

omes generated for isolates originating from 17

countries and eight different hosts in another study

(Bryant et al. 2016).

In this work, we aimed to employ this newly described

SNP assay to develop an analogous hierarchical MAP typ-

ing approach. Within the frame of this approach, we also

attempted to make the SNP analysis more affordable by

decreasing the number of required PCRs; wherein we first

carried out MIRU-VNTR followed by MIRU-VNTR

genotype-guided stepwise SNP analysis. We further aimed

to characterize MAP field cultures to unravel some epi-

demiological aspects of MAP infection in Central Ger-

many.

Materials and methods

MAP strains/cultures

One MAP reference strain (DSM 44133) and MAP field

cultures (n = 142, Table S1) were used in this study.

Field cultures were obtained from the mycobacteria col-

lections of the Hessian State Laboratory, Giessen, Ger-

many. They were collected in the course of voluntary

MAP surveillance programmes in three German federal

states (Hesse, Thuringia and Saxony; Eisenberg et al.

2013; Donat et al. 2016; Hahn et al. 2017). The respec-

tive cultures were primarily cultivated on Herrold’s egg

yolk medium (HEYM) agar slants supplemented with

mycobactin J (MJ; HEYM-MJ; BD, Heidelberg, Ger-

many) using faecal or environmental samples originat-

ing from dairy herds (n = 81), where growth was

observed within 6–8 weeks. Each herd has provided one

or more cultures and the geographical distribution of

the herds in the respective states is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The term ‘cultures’ was used instead of ‘isolates’ since

subcultures maintained after primary cultivation were

often carried out using several colonies in case of single

colonies or colony material in case of a bacterial lawn.

DNA isolation and MAP confirmation

DNA was extracted by mixing a loop full of the colony

material harvested from the surface of agar slants in

100 µl distilled water followed by boiling at 100°C for

15 min. The DNA was then processed from the super-

natant after two consecutive centrifugation steps each at

20 817 g for 5 min. No measurement of the DNA con-

centration was carried out afterwards. DNA extracted

from all MAP field cultures were subjected to a MAP-

specific commercial qPCR kit (VetMAXTM MAP Real-

Time PCR Screening Kit; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Karl-

sruhe, Germany) according to the instructions of the

manufacturer. For every qPCR run, a positive (DNA

extract from the MAP reference strain DSM 44133) and a

no-template control (NTC) were used. The identity of all

MAP field cultures was confirmed by giving specific

amplification.

MIRU-VNTR PCRs (INMV typing)

In singleplex PCRs, the eight loci described by Thibault

et al. (2007) were tested in all MAP strains/cultures.

Each PCR reaction (20 µl) contained 10 µl of Hotstar

Taq MasterMix (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), 1 µl of each
forward and reverse primer (10 pmol µl�1) as described

by Thibault et al. (2007), 6 µl DNase free PCR-grade

water (Qiagen) and 2 µl of the extracted DNA. For
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VNTR loci 3, 10 and 32, 1x Q solution (Qiagen) was

added to the reaction according to the manufacturer’s

instructions to overcome the nonspecific reactions asso-

ciated with amplification of guanine and cytosine (GC)-

rich templates (Mamedov et al. 2008). Cycling condi-

tions were as following: 19 (95°C—15 min) 409 (94°C
—30 s; 58°C—30 s; 72°C—30 s) 19 (72°C—10 min).

All PCR reactions were carried out in a thermocycler

(T3000; Biometra, G€ottingen, Germany). A NTC was

included in every PCR run as a control against contami-

nation. PCR products were stained with ethidium bro-

mide in a 2% agarose gel (100 V for 1 h) and

visualized with a gel documentation system (BioDoc-It,

UVP, UK). PCR products of VNTR 7 locus were puri-

fied, sequenced and analysed as described before (Fawzy

et al. 2016). The repeat copy numbers of the eight loci

were combined into a numerical code and each isolate

was assigned to an INRA (National Institute of

Agricultural Research, France) MIRU-VNTR (INMV)

type as described before (Thibault et al. 2007).

SNP PCRs

In singleplex PCRs, 13 SNPs (snp3842359 and 12 SNPs

listed in Table S2) recently described by Leao et al.

(2016) were tested in this work using the same primers.

Instead of using the decision tree described by Leao et al.

(2016) for SNP analysis, we adopted a novel INMV-

guided and stepwise typing approach as described in

detail in the results section. PCR master mix and amplifi-

cation conditions were identical to those described above

for PCRs of VNTR loci 3, 10 and 32. PCR products were

purified using MicroElute DNA Cycle-Pure Kit (Omega

bio-tek, Norcross, GA) according to the instructions of

the manufacturer and submitted to Seqlab-Microsynth

laboratories (G€ottingen, Germany) for sequencing. BLASTN

Figure 1 Distribution of dairy herds from which MAP cultures were obtained in three German federal states (Hesse, Thuringia and Saxony). In

Hesse, the distributions in the different administrative provinces (North (Kassel), Centre (Giessen) and South (Darmstadt)) and counties (depicted

as county abbreviations) are given. No data were available for T and S. KS (Kassel), FKB (Waldeck-Frankenberg), HR (Schwalm-Eder), ESW

(Eschwege), HEF (Werra-Meißner), FD (Fulda), MR (Marburg-Biedenkopf), VB (Vogelsberg), LDK (Lahn-Dill), GI (Giessen), LM (Limburg-Weilburg),

HG (Hochtaunus), FB (Friedberg), MKK (Main-Kinzig), R€UD (Rheingau-Taunus), WI (Wiesbaden), MTK (Main-Taunus), F (Frankfurt/M), OF (Offen-

bach), GG (Groß-Gerau), DA (Darmstadt-Dieburg), HP (Bergstrasse) and ERB (Odenwald). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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analysis was carried out using DNA sequences against the

MAP strain K10 genome (GenBank accession number

AE016958.1) for SNP identification. Moreover, a visual

verification of the results was carried out by inspection of

the chromatograms to check for double peaks at each

SNP position.

Phylogenetic analysis

Phylogenetic analyses for SNPs and MIRU-VNTR

(INMV) were carried out with the help of the online

database MLVAbank (available at http://mlva.u-psud.fr/

mlvav4/genotyping/; accessed on 10.11.2018 (Grissa et al.

2008)) using unweighted pair group method with arith-

metic mean clustering method. Phylogenetic trees were

visualized using the online tool TreeDyn (available at

http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr/phylo_cgi/index.cgi; accessed on

19.11.2018 (Chevenet et al. 2006)). A composite tree as a

basis for a hierarchical typing approach (SNP+INMV)

was constructed by combining the two respective phylo-

genetic trees together.

Discriminatory power calculations

MAP cultures/strains used

In addition to the MAP reference strain DSM 44133, only

epidemiologically unrelated cultures were used (under-

lined in Table S1; n = 78). Cultures originating from the

same herd and having the same genotype were considered

epidemiologically related and were excluded from calcula-

tions as were also cultures showing multiple bands at one

or more MIRU-VNTR loci.

Discriminatory power

The discriminatory power of the typing panels both sepa-

rately and combined was evaluated using the discriminatory

index (DI) with the help of an online tool available at

(http://www.comparingpartitions.info/index.php?link=Tool
accessed on 15.10.2018), which uses the following formula

(Hunter and Gaston 1988) for calculation:

DI ¼ 1� 1
1

N N � 1ð Þ
Xs

j¼ 1

Nj Nj � 1
� �

where N is the total number of epidemiologically unre-

lated strains, S is the total number of genotypic profiles

determined by each typing panel or by the combination

of individual panels and Nj is the number of strains

belonging to the jth profile. DI is a measure of the proba-

bility that a certain typing method would discriminate

between two epidemiologically unrelated strains of a par-

ticular microbial population. The online tool also calcu-

lates the confidence intervals of 95% (CI 95%) for DI

according to (Grundmann et al. 2001) enabling an objec-

tive comparison between different typing techniques.

Moreover, to figure out if the DI values of different typ-

ing panels are statistically different, p-values were also

calculated according to the jackknife pseudo-values

resampling method (Severiano et al. 2011). Three cate-

gories of significance values were considered. 1. P ≤ 0�05
is weakly statistically significant, 2. P ≤ 0�01 is statistically

significant and 3. P ≤ 0�001 is statistically highly signifi-

cant.

Results

Development of a hierarchical MAP typing approach

(SNP+INMV)

Although INMV typing was carried out in the laboratory

first (Table S1) followed by an INMV-guided and step-

wise SNP analysis as detailed below, a novel hierarchical

MAP typing approach was adopted in this work, in

which the order of analysis was reversed. At the first level,

cultures were allocated to a phylogenetic group based on

SNP analysis (Leao et al. 2016). At the second level,

INMV typing was used for finer discrimination within

each group.

A novel INMV-guided SNP typing approach

Using 14 SNPs, Leao et al. (2016) have adopted a deci-

sion tree based on four sequential steps to characterize

MAP isolates into 14 phylogenetic groups. In an attempt

to reduce the number of required SNP reactions, we used

INMV typing results to design a novel stepwise SNP typ-

ing approach as an alternative to the one adopted by

Leao et al. (2016). This was based on the assumption that

INMV types could indeed carry valuable phylogenetic sig-

nals as previously described for VNTR loci of other

pathogens such as Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi

(Octavia and Lan 2009). This means that certain INMV

types could be strongly associated with, but not necessar-

ily exclusive for, a specific phylogenetic group. The phy-

logenetic signals of INMV types were employed as

follows:

INMV types can differentiate between MAP types C and

S. First, all MAP cultures/strains under study (n = 143)

were subjected to a SNP analysis (snp3842359) that could

differentiate between the two major MAP types C and S

(Leao et al. 2016). Upon BLASTN analysis of the respective

sequences, all cultures displayed an adenine (A) nt at the

SNP position, which is characteristic for MAP type C.

Second, we conducted a phylogenetic analysis for a col-

lection of MAP isolates/cultures (types C and S) based on
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their INMV results (alleles). Besides INMV types

uniquely described in this work (n = 7, Fig. 2), this col-

lection also included other INMV types (n = 40) reported

in two comprehensive MAP genotyping studies (Biet

et al. 2012; Bryant et al. 2016). As illustrated in Fig. 2,

the INMV-based phylogenetic tree clearly differentiates

between types C and S into two clades. Therefore, we

now tentatively propose this approach as a means for dif-

ferentiating between MAP types C and S. In upcoming

studies, researcher(s) should subject each identified

INMV type, together with other types described in this

work, to phylogenetic analysis as described in the Materi-

als and Methods section. The researcher may then assign

the INMV type to one of the two types (C or S) accord-

ing to the clade it clusters with.

Prioritization of SNP analysis for MAP type C. Based on

previously published data (Bryant et al. 2016; Leao et al.

2016), we used INMV types to prioritize SNP analysis for

MAP type C cultures in the form of a workflow (Fig. 3).

The basics and components of this approach could be

summarized as follows:

i The SNPs described for phylogenetic groups of MAP

type C isolates are mutually exclusive, that is, when an

isolate possesses a certain SNP, it lacks all other ones

(Leao et al. 2016). Therefore, if these SNPs would be

stepwisely analysed in a specific order, the analysis

could be stopped once a phylogenetic group-defining

SNP is identified.

ii A prioritized order of SNPs to be analysed for each

MAP type C isolate/culture could be achieved when

the phylogenetic signals of the INMV types are used

as a guide (Fig. 3).

iii Phylogenetic signals inferred from INMV types

depend on the current knowledge about the associa-

tion between INMV types and the phylogenetic

groups. Therefore, we collected the respective data

published to date (Bryant et al. 2016; Leao et al.

2016) in one table (Table S2). Based on these data,

two phylogenetic signals were defined to tailor the

order of SNPs to be analysed, namely identity match

and relative abundancy. Briefly, using the data in

Table S2 one should first test the phylogenetic group

that have the most similar INMV type and if more

than one group possess the same INMV type, the

group with the largest number of isolates should be

tested first followed by the other groups in a

descending manner. The approach is described in

detail in Fig. 3.

iv MAP cultures were analysed in this work. Therefore,

a heterogeneous MAP population could exist in one

culture. If at a given analysed SNP double peaks were

identified, the analysis should be extended for all

SNPs to figure out the other phylogenetic group(s)

coexisting in the respective culture.

v Cultures possessing multiple INMV types/alleles were

not analysed according to the workflow described in

Fig. 3 and a stepwise SNP analysis was carried out in

the following order (bison group, subgroup B and

clade 1–clade10).

As a practical application of the proposed workflow,

the order of SNPs to be analysed for the INMV types

described in this work is presented in Table S3. The

number of reactions that were required for detection of

the phylogenetic group for each culture is shown in

Table S1 (last column on the right). One or two SNP

reactions were required to detect the phylogenetic group

in the majority of the investigated cultures/strains.

Added value of the novel hierarchical typing approach

(SNP+INMV)

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the hierarchical typing approach

(SNP+INMV) bypasses the homoplasy associated with

INMV typing (e.g. cultures of the INMV 2 type were

found to belong to five different SNP-defined phyloge-

netic groups). Concerning discriminatory power, the

combination of both typing panels (SNP+INMV) resulted

in a statistically highly significant (P-values < 0�001 and

0�005) higher DI value (0�938; CI 95% 0�917–0�960) com-

pared to SNP (0�829; CI 95% 0�791–0�867) and INMV

(0�879; CI 95% 0�834–0�924) panels respectively.

Characterization of MAP field cultures from Central

Germany

MIRU-VNTR analysis (INMV types)

Eighteen different INMV profiles were evident (Table S1).

In the online INMV database (available at http://mac-

inmv.tours.inra.fr/ accessed on 10.06.2018), there were no

matches for six INMV profiles (32422128, 43332128,

22522328, 33332128, 42332118 and 32332318). These

profiles have later been included in the database upon

request under the INMV types 142, 143, 151, 152, 153

and 214 respectively. A relatively high DI (0�879; CI

(95%) 0�834–0�924) was evident (calculated based on the

epidemiologically unrelated cultures, underlined in

Table S1). INMV 2 was the most commonly identified

type (28%), followed by one of the new profiles (INMV

143) with a frequency of 17% (Table 1). On the other

side, four INMV types (118, 142, 152 and 153) were each

represented by only one culture (Table 1). In nine envi-

ronmental cultures, double alleles were detected at one or

two INMV loci (Table S1).
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INMV_118_C# 

INMV7_C* 

INMV6_C* 

INMV152_C# 

INMV16_C* 

INMV8_C* 

INMV11_C* 

INMV127_C* 

INMV75_C* 

INMV39_C* 

INMV33_C* 

INMV131_C* 

INMV4_C* 

INMV82_C* 

INMV5_C* 

INMV1_C* 

INMV153_C# 

INMV19_C* 

INMV143_C# 

INMV25_C* 

INMV122_C* 

INMV9_C* 

INMV13_C* 

INMV78_C* 

INMV69_C* 

INMV81_C* 

INMV68_C* 

INMV126_C* 

INMV35_C* 

INMV80_C* 

INMV12_C# 

INMV151_C# 

INMV79_C* 

INMV142_C# 

INMV72_S* 

INMV70_S* 

INMV21_S* 

INMV32_S* 

INMV84_S* 

INMV85_S* 

INMV27_S* 

INMV71_S* 

INMV73_S* 

0.8 

Figure 2 INMV-based phylogenetic tree (UPGMA) for the discrimination into MAP types C and S. INMV types are those uniquely described for

MAP type C (#) cultures in this study (Table S1) and other isolates (types C and S (*)) previously described in two typing studies (Biet et al. 2012;

Bryant et al. 2016). The phylogenetic tree was constructed and visualized with the help of two online tools (see Materials and Methods section).

The branch lengths are proportional to the number of substitutions per site (bar).
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MIRU-VNTR analysis

INMV type

Identify the phylogenetic 
group(s) with identical match 

to INMV type*(Suppl. Table 1)

Example: INMV 1 

Analyse SNPs of groups possessing 
single locus variants#(SLV) of INMV

type$ (Suppl. Table 1).

Example: INMV 1

Clade 6-Clade 4-Clade 5

2. More than one group identified?

Start analysing group-defining SNP of 
the group containing most isolates then 

proceed in a descending manner**(Suppl. 
Table 1).

Example: INMV 1

Clade 9-Clade 1-Clade 2-Clade 8-Clade 10

Analyse SNPs of groups possessing
double locus variants#(DLV) of 

INMV type$ (Suppl. Table 1).

Example: INMV 1

Clade 7-Clade 3-Subgroup B-Bison

Stop carrying out 
more SNP reactions 

once a group-specific 
SNP is detected&.

Positive 

Analyse SNPs of groups
containing a triple locus variants#

(TLV) (if any) of INMV type$

(Suppl. Table 1). And so on.

Group(s) identifiedNo group identified

1. Only one group identified?
Analyse group-defining SNP

Negative 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Apply box 1 or 2

Figure 3 A schematic workflow for a prioritized and stepwise SNP analysis of MAP Type C isolates/cultures based on phylogenetic signals pro-

vided by INMV types. *The first applied phylogenetic signal is identity match (see Results section). &SNPs described for phylogenetic groups of

MAP type C isolates are mutually exclusive, that is, when an isolate possesses a certain SNP, it lacks all other ones (Leao et al. 2016). The only

exception would be in case of detecting the subgroup B-specific SNP, where the bison group-specific SNP must also be analysed. **The second

applied phylogenetic signal is the relative abundance of each INMV type in the different genetic groups (see Results section). #SLV, DLV or TLV

are INMV types that differ from the INMV type under analysis at one, two or three of the eight loci. $The order of genetic groups (SNPs) to be

analysed in these cases is not fixed. Therefore, the number of reactions could slightly vary when different persons apply this approach. However,

the second phylogenetic signal (**) applies for groups having identical SLVs or DLVs.
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SNP analysis (phylogenetic groups)

With regard to results of SNP analysis, all MAP cultures

under study are of the type C and are differentiated into

eight different phylogenetic groups (clades 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,

10 and 11 as well as subgroup B; Table S1). Figure S1

depicts the geographical distribution of the identified

phylogenetic groups in the three German federal states

included in this study.

Clade 6 represented about 40% of MAP cultures in

Hesse (21/52), while only one culture was found to

belong to the same phylogenetic group in Thuringia (1/

20; 5%). The frequencies of other phylogenetic groups in

Hesse were as following: subgroup B (9/52; 17%), clade 4

(8/52; 15%), clade 10 (6/52; 12%), clade 5 (4/52; 8%),

clade 1 (2/52; 4%), clade 3 (1/52; 2%) and clade 11 (1/

52; 2%). In Thuringia, on the other hand, equal numbers

of cultures (n = 5) were found to belong to clade 4 and

subgroup B respectively, each representing 25% of the

total number of cultures in this federal state. The fre-

quencies of other phylogenetic groups in Thuringia were

as following: clade 11 (3/20; 15%), clade 1 (2/20; 10%),

clade 3 (2/20; 10%), clade 5 (1/20; 5%) and clade 10 (1/

20; 5%). Among the six MAP cultures investigated in

Saxony, three cultures (50%) were found to belong to

subgroup B; two cultures (33%) belonged to clade 10

and one culture (17%) to clade 11.

Potential application of SNP+INMV typing in epidemiological

tracing

In the epidemiological context, the hierarchical typing

approach (SNP+INMV) was able to differentiate between

MAP cultures within the same phylogenetic lineage even

in small geographic areas where Fig. S2 illustrates practi-

cal examples. In Hesse, cultures belonging to clade 6 in

each of the three provinces were further differentiated

into distinct INMV types (Fig. S2a). In Thuringia, cul-

tures belonging to clade 4 and subgroup B were also dis-

criminated into variant INMV types (Fig. S2b). This, in

turn, has the potential of identifying the MAP transmis-

sion chains between herds of each province at a higher

resolution.

Intra-herd strain diversity

The MAP cultures used in this work enabled the investi-

gation of the intra-herd strain diversity in herds, from

which MAP cultures were obtained either from environ-

mental (n = 52), multiple individual faecal (n = 4) or a

combination of both sample types (n = 14; Table S1).

Multiple strains (different alleles at one or more

MIRU-VNTR loci) were detected in 13% of the herds (7/

52; six from Thuringia and one from Hesse) that pro-

vided only environmental samples (Table S1). To exclude

nonspecific PCR products as a cause of the apparent

multiple alleles, PCR of MIRU-VNTR loci showing multi-

ple alleles were repeated three times along with positive

and negative controls yielding the same results. Moreover,

two cultures obtained from two different environmental

samples from the same herd (ID 75) showed identical

patterns of multiple alleles at the VNTR 10 locus

(Table S1). This further excludes PCR artefacts as a pos-

sible cause of the multiple alleles in these herds. Cultures

obtained from two herds (IDs 76 and 80) displayed dou-

ble bands at two different MIRU-VNTR loci. Therefore,

no INMV types were assigned to these cultures since the

real combination of alleles at the respective loci could not

be inferred. In one of the seven herds (ID 77), two phy-

logenetic groups (clades 1 and 10) were identified upon

SNP analysis (Table S1). These two groups most likely

Table 1 INMV genotypes of the epidemiologically unrelated MAP

field cultures under study (n = 78)

INMV type INMV code* No. of cultures %

1 42332228 4 5

2 32332228 22 28

3 32332218 4 5

5 42332218 2 3

6 32332128 2 3

12 22522228 5 6

13 22332228 2 3

16 32332528 3 4

19 42332128 6 8

33 32522228 5 6

80 22522226 3 4

118 31332218 1 1

142 32422128 1 1

143 43332128 13 17

151 22522328 3 4

152 33332128 1 1

153 42332118 1 1

*See legend of Table S1.

Figure 4 Composite tree for the MAP cultures from this study combining two phylogenetic trees based on SNPs (UPGMA) and MIRU-VNTR

(INMV) data (UPGMA) within each SNP-clade. The phylogenetic trees were constructed and visualized with the help of two online tools (see

Materials and Methods section). Only epidemiologically unrelated MAP cultures (Table S1) were used for tree construction. SNP clusters and INMV

types were named according to Leao et al. (2016) and Thibault et al. (2007) respectively. All SNP clusters other than subgroup B belong to sub-

group A described by Leao et al. (2016). Black arrows exemplify a case of homoplasy, where cultures have the same INMV type (e.g. INMV 2),

but indeed belong to five different SNP-defined phylogenetic groups.
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coexist in the respective herd due to purchasing animals

from different sources.

Four herds (IDs 2, 11, 58 and 81) were represented

only by multiple faecal cultures (2–8 cultures/herd). In

only one of the respective herds (ID 81), two MAP

strains were identified (Table S1). These two strains dis-

played different phylogenetic groups (clades 6 and 10)

and different INMV types (INMV 2 and 19) respectively.

The genotype designation clade 10-INMV 2 was most fre-

quently found (6/8; 75%).

Both environmental and faecal cultures were available

for 14 herds (2–19 cultures/herd). Strain diversity was

evident in 21% (3/14) of the respective herds (IDs 42, 61

and 68; Table S1). In one herd (ID 42), two strains were

identified in different cultures. One strain (culture ID

141016332-8) belonged to the phylogenetic group (clade

4) and INMV 2 type. The other strain (culture ID

141000923-1) belonged to a different phylogenetic group

(clade 3) and had a different INMV type (INMV 16). In

the second herd (ID 61), two different strains were evi-

dent (Table S1). They belonged to two different phyloge-

netic clades (clade 1 and 4) and displayed different

INMV types (INMV 1 and 3), respectively. In the third

herd (ID 68), one environmental culture (ID 131015036-

01) displayed two single locus variants at locus 292

(Table S1).

Discussion

In this work, we developed a sophisticated hierarchical

MAP typing approach with high discriminatory power.

This approach starts by defining the phylogenetic groups

using SNPs as stable evolutionary markers followed by

within-group MIRU-VNTR analysis for a high-resolution

typing. Furthermore, the genetic structure of MAP field

cultures obtained from dairy herds in three German fed-

eral states (Hesse, Thuringia and Saxony) was unravelled.

The hierarchical approach (SNP+INMV) has proven to

be advantageous in two main aspects. Regarding phyloge-

netic accuracy, a baseline definition of phylogenetic

groups by SNP analysis helped indeed to overcome

homoplasy associated with MIRU-VNTR typing (Fig. 4).

Using the hierarchical approach will in turn guarantee an

accurate evaluation of relatedness among tested individu-

als. With respect to discriminatory power, the hierarchi-

cal approach displayed a significantly higher DI value

compared to both typing panels independently (see

Results section). The discrimination level achieved by the

proposed approach (DI 0�938) is sufficient for short-term
epidemiological applications such as outbreak investiga-

tions and regional surveillance. This follows previous rec-

ommendations that a DI value of ≥0�9 is important to

interpret epidemiological data with confidence (Hunter

and Gaston 1988; Mokrousov 2017), which is not

achieved by both typing panels alone.

In contrast to findings of Leao et al. (2016), MIRU-

VNTR (INMV panel) exhibited a slightly higher discrimi-

natory power in this work compared to SNP analysis (see

Results section), however, the differences were not statis-

tically significant (P-value 0�143). This contrast in the

results is probably due to the variation in the genetic

background of the typed isolates/cultures in both studies.

Similar hierarchical typing approaches combining SNP

and VNTR exist in the literature for a phylogenetically

robust and highly discriminating characterization of other

monomorphic bacteria like B. anthracis and M. tuberculo-

sis (Keim et al. 2004; Comas et al. 2009). However, the

approach implemented in the present work employed a

novel modification that led to reduction in the number

of SNP reactions required and consequently the overall

analysis costs. In future studies, analogous approaches for

the aforementioned pathogens could benefit from this

modification as well.

By carrying out INMV typing first, the phylogenetic

signals carried by INMV types have been utilized to step-

wisely guide the SNP analysis. First, the SNP was previ-

ously employed in the assay described by Leao et al.

(2016) to discriminate between MAP types C and S, can

be skipped. Alternatively, we tentatively propose a phylo-

genetic analysis based on INMV types (Fig. 2) as a means

to discriminate between MAP types C and S. These find-

ings are in accordance with the observations of Biet et al.

(2012) and Bryant et al. (2016). Further verification of

these findings is recommended to unequivocally prove

this step with more strains’ information becoming avail-

able. Second, a novel workflow was designed in this work

to tailor the SNP analysis of individual MAP type C iso-

lates/cultures (Fig. 3). Although this workflow seems to

be sophisticated, it could be easily programmed as a sim-

ple computer algorithm that would greatly facilitate its

application in further studies. Similar workflows can also

be developed for other monomorphic pathogens, for

which a hierarchical typing approach was developed

(Keim et al. 2004; Comas et al. 2009).

By applying this workflow in the present work, the

majority of cultures required one or two SNPs for identi-

fication of the phylogenetic groups (Table S1). On the

other hand, 12 SNPs would have been required for the

analysis of the majority of cultures by the workflow sug-

gested by Leao et al. (2016). In the latter workflow, 12

SNPs are employed for assigning MAP type C isolates to

12 phylogenetic groups/clades in three sequential steps. In

the last step, the authors recommend carrying out 10

SNP reactions in parallel to assign each isolate within

subgroup A, which constitutes the majority of cultures in

the present work, to 1 of 10 different clades. In fact, these
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10 clade-specific SNPs are mutually exclusive ((Leao et al.

2016); Table S2), that is, when an isolate/culture pos-

sesses a certain clade-specific SNP, it lacks all other ones.

Therefore, this last step could actually be split into 10

sequential steps in a certain predefined order (e.g. SNP

1–SNP 10) and the analysis is to be discontinued once a

clade-defining SNP is identified. If the latter approach

would be applied, the analysis of each isolate/culture in

subgroup A would begin with the two sequential steps

followed by a number of sequential SNP reaction equiva-

lents to the order of its clade. Compared to the workflow

described in this study, this would require profoundly

more SNP reactions and time. Although INMV analysis

(eight PCRs) is required in our approach as a basis for

SNP prioritization, it leads to increased discriminatory

power when combined to SNP analysis. Therefore, taking

both the discrimination power and the number of reac-

tions required to complete the analysis into considera-

tion, our approach outperforms the scenarios of SNP

analysis, INMV analysis or the analysis of both of them

without applying our prioritization approach.

All MAP cultures in this work were classified as type

C. This is in accordance with previous reports from Ger-

many, where only one publication reported the isolation

of MAP type S isolates from sheep (M€obius et al. 2009).

This could be due to the relatively low population size of

sheep in Germany compared to other countries with lar-

ger populations such as Great Britain and Australia where

MAP type S isolates are found more frequently.

In previous studies, DI values for the INMV panel ran-

ged from 0�381 for Canadian (Sohal et al. 2014) to 0�88
for Austrian MAP isolates (Gerritsmann et al. 2014). An

almost identical value was detected in this work for MAP

cultures in three German states (DI 0�879). This reflects

the considerable diversity of MAP strains in Germany in

agreement with previous reports (M€obius et al. 2008;

Fern�andez-Silva et al. 2012). This might be due to the

relatively large population of dairy cattle in Germany.

Moreover, Germany’s geographical location in central

Europe and regular trading across its borders might have

played a role in the introduction of MAP from different

sources.

In agreement with some epidemiological studies (Thi-

bault et al. 2007; Fritsch et al. 2012), INMV type 2 was

the most common type (28%) in the tested MAP cul-

tures. However, in contrast to other studies (Thibault

et al. 2007; Stevenson et al. 2009; Douarre et al. 2011;

Fern�andez-Silva et al. 2012), INMV type 1 was much less

frequent (5%). In the present work, six new INMV types

were identified. However, the genetic profile of one of

these types (INMV 143), which represented the second

most common genotype among cultures of the present

study (17%), was already reported in a previous German

study (Fern�andez-Silva et al. 2012). In this study, four

MAP isolates possessing the respective genetic profile

were reported; one isolate from Hesse and three from

Rhineland-Palatinate, a directly adjacent German federal

state that was not investigated in the present work. Until

the time of writing this work, INMV 143 has not been

described from outside Germany, yet. Further MAP epi-

demiological studies from other geographical regions

would support or refute the hypothesis of geographical

clustering of this genotype. This could have implications

on control measures in Germany such as selecting certain

MAP strains for diagnostics and vaccine production.

Concerning SNP analysis, MAP type C cultures under

study were differentiated into eight different phylogenetic

groups out of a total of 13 yet described groups (Leao

et al. (2016); Table S1). This confirms the relatively high

genetic diversity of MAP strains in Germany (M€obius

et al. 2008) also for the three federal states under study

despite overall genetic homogeneity of MAP worldwide.

Four of the phylogenetic groups described in the present

work (clades 1, 5, 6 and 10) were also described for Ger-

man MAP type C isolates in a recent study (Leao et al.

2016). However, the other four groups (subgroup B and

clades 3, 4 and 11) are described here for the first time.

Cultures belonging to clade 11 are of special interest,

since they are assigned to this clade based on the absence

of the 10 SNPs specific for clades 1–10. However, they

could belong to more than one phylogenetic group. Car-

rying out WGS for these cultures in upcoming studies

will extend our knowledge about the genetic diversity of

MAP and help defining new SNP(s) for a better charac-

terization. Subgroup B was previously reported only for

MAP isolates from Greece and Spain, while clade 6 was

identified only in Spain and Germany (Bryant et al. 2016;

Leao et al. 2016). Whether these phylogenetic groups are

restricted to Europe only should be investigated in future

studies.

Interestingly, with respect to geographical distribution

clade 6 was almost exclusively (21/22 cultures) identified

in Hesse which probably reflects a common source of

infection or the movement of animals between herds via

trade in Hesse (Fig. S1). However, the distribution of

phylogenetic groups described here is not a true indica-

tion of the prevalence since no sampling design was

attempted to infer prevalence.

The hierarchical typing approach (SNP+INMV) was

useful in the fine discrimination between MAP cultures

belonging to a given phylogenetic group even in small

geographic areas such as in the three Hessian regional

provinces (Kassel, Giessen and Darmstadt) and in Thur-

ingia (Fig. S2). Consequently, a combination of

SNP+INMV has the potential to be applied for decipher-

ing MAP transmission chains between the dairy herds in
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the respective areas. This could help in evaluation of the

local MAP control programmes currently applied.

In the present work, genotyping results have shown

that multiple MAP strains existed in 13–25% of the

investigated herds (Table S1). However, this figure could

be an underestimation of the magnitude of this phe-

nomenon due to some limitations in the typing strategy

used in this work. First, the investigated herds were not

well represented. Each herd provided mainly one envi-

ronmental culture and/or few to several faecal cultures.

Second, one faecal culture per cow was used. This cannot

exclude the possibility of not identifying strains that

would exist in faecal parts other than the inoculum used

for cultivation or that were not shed in faeces at the sam-

pling time. Third, one medium (HEYM-MJ) was used for

MAP cultivation throughout this work and the type of

culture media was found to introduce bias in the spec-

trum of MAP genotypes that could be isolated from a

sample (Cernicchiaro et al. 2008). Fourth, the genetic

material that was subjected to genotyping could under-

represent the original MAP population in the samples.

This assumption is based on the diluting effect that could

have been introduced by using only some of the growing

bacterial biomass for the subculture(s) and DNA extrac-

tion. Fifth, the sensitivity of detecting multiple alleles at

the employed genetic markers is not known, but it is

assumed not to be perfect, especially when variants exist

at low concentrations.

As a possible explanation for the detected intra-herd

strain diversity, one can assume two different scenarios:

1. multiple introduction occasions possibly by purchasing

infected animals from different sources; 2. intra-herd

mutation over time. Despite the high-resolution genotyp-

ing applied in this work, it is difficult to designate a cut-

off point of genetic relatedness that could distinguish

between the two possibilities. However, the first scenario

rather fits for the herds, where the identified strains

belong to different phylogenetic groups. On the other

hand, the existence of strains with minor genetic varia-

tion at MIRU-VNTR loci could actually be the result of

either of the two scenarios. Nevertheless, it is tempting to

speculate that the existence of two strains displaying dif-

ferent alleles at only one MIRU-VNTR locus is probably

due to intra-herd mutation over time. This assumption is

supported by the known relatively rapid mutation rate of

tandem repeat loci (Zhou et al. 2014). Moreover, Ahl-

strom et al. (2015) has previously assumed a within-herd

MAP evolution in a Canadian dairy herd, in which two

closely related MAP strains (based on genome sequence

data) displayed different alleles at the VNTR 7 locus.

These findings support previous studies, which even

reported higher rates of intra-herd strain multiplicity. In

a high-resolution MAP typing study, a combination of

short sequence repeat (SSR) and pulsed-field gel elec-

trophoresis analysis revealed that 60% (20/33) of the

investigated cattle herds had more than one genotype

(Sevilla et al. 2008). However, using MIRU-VNTR analy-

sis, van Hulzen et al. (2011) detected multiple strains in

55% (6/11) of the investigated dairy herds that provided

more than one isolate for analysis. These accumulating

pieces of evidence are changing our understanding of the

MAP molecular epidemiology and questioning the utility

of analysing a single isolate from one animal as a repre-

sentative of the MAP genetic background in a herd.

Therefore, novel approaches are needed that could facili-

tate analysing the genetic diversity in a sample at a rea-

sonable cost. In this regard, high throughput sequencing

has the capacity to be a good candidate especially with its

ever-decreasing costs. Recently, Bachmann et al. (2015)

have successfully used culture-independent genome

sequencing to investigate the genetic diversity of Chlamy-

dia pecorum at high resolution.

Altogether, we developed a novel and relatively cost

effective MAP typing approach employing both SNPs and

MIRU-VNTRs in a hierarchical manner. Under field con-

ditions, the high resolution of this approach was capable

of differentiating between closely related MAP cultures

originating from small geographical scale in Central Ger-

many. Furthermore, we unravelled important epidemio-

logical aspects of the MAP infection in this region. All

the tested MAP cultures were of the cattle type (type C)

and displayed a relatively high level of heterogeneity.

Multiple genotypes were evident in some of the investi-

gated dairy herds.
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online version of this article:

Figure S1. Geographical distribution of the phyloge-

netic groups identified for MAP cultures in three German

federal states, Hesse (A), Thuringia (B) and Saxony (C).

Figure S2. Application of the hierarchical typing

approach (SNP + INMV) in detecting relationships

between MAP cultures within the same phylogenetic

groups in small geographic areas.

Table S1. MAP cultures/strains used in this work and

respective genotyping results sorted by federal state.

Table S2. INMV types previously reported by Leao

et al. (2016) and Bryant et al. (2016) for MAP type C iso-

lates belonging to 12 SNP-defined phylogenetic groups.

Table S3. INMV types identified in this work and the

order of SNPs investigated for each type.
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